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The Elliott State Research Forest exploratory process.
ISSUE
Whether exploration of the Elliott State Research Forest concept should continue.

AUTHORITY
Oregon Constitution, Article VIII, Section 5, specifies that the State Land Board is
responsible for managing Common School Fund lands.
ORS 273.041 to 273.071 authorizing the Department of State Lands to exercise the
administrative functions of the State Land Board relating to the general powers and
duties of Department and Board.
BACKGROUND
In May 2017, the State Land Board voted to keep the Elliott State Forest in public
ownership. Under this direction, the Department of State Lands (DSL) began to explore
public ownership options that would include development of a successful Habitat
Conservation Plan as well as full decoupling of the forest from the Common School
Fund.
Potential public owners were asked to come before the Land Board in December 2018
to express their interest in the forest. Following those presentations, the State Land
Board directed the Department to work collaboratively with Oregon State University
(OSU) to develop a plan for transforming the Elliott State Forest into a research forest.

DSL and OSU in February 2019 entered into a memorandum of understanding
(Appendix A) to provide a framework for collaboration in exploring the feasibility of an
Elliott State Research Forest. The exploratory process has been guided by the Land
Board vision for the forest, as well as Board direction regarding engagement and
continued Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) development.
THE EXPLORATORY PROCESS
Over the past 11 months, DSL and OSU have worked together to explore key elements
of a potential Elliott State Research Forest, including:
Working toward the Land Board vision. A successful plan is expected to be
consistent with the Land Board vision for the forest, which includes keeping the
forest publicly owned with public access; decoupling the forest from the Common
School Fund and compensating the fund for the forest; continuing habitat
conservation planning to protect species and allow for harvest; and providing for
multiple forest benefits, including recreation, education and working forest
research.
Meeting expectations for engagement. The Board indicated that engagement
with Tribes, local governments, state agencies, key stakeholders and the public
is essential to exploration of the research forest concept. In March 2019, the
Department convened an Advisory Committee to provide input and insight as a
potential research forest concept was explored. The committee, which represents
a variety of perspectives on the forest, met ten times in 2019. A committee roster
is included as Appendix B, and an outline of the committee work is included as
Appendix C.
Tribal governments have been extended the invitation for government-togovernment consultation regarding the Elliott State Research Forest Concept,
and additionally invited to participate in the Advisory Committee.
Keeping the public informed about the process was a goal throughout. DSL
hosted a series of public events to provide information and established a website
as a resource for process updates and Advisory Committee materials. OSU has
also gathered information regarding a potential research forest through a series
of listening sessions and stakeholder conversations. An engagement summary
is included as Appendix D.
Drafting a timeline for completion of a Habitat Conservation Plan.
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Exploratory Process Outcomes
Through the exploratory work to date:
OSU has drafted a research charter. The research charter structure is included
as Appendix E.
OSU, with the input of the Advisory Committee, has developed a set of
guiding principles related to forest benefits of recreation, education, local
economy, conservation and governance (Appendix F). Each principle
provides an overarching statement of guidance for managing the Elliott as a
research forest.
The potential research forest concept has been incorporated into ongoing
habitat conservation planning. DSL is overseeing development of an HCP that
will be consistent with research forest use, and has contracted with ICF, Inc. to
develop the HCP. OSU is engaging in and supporting development of the HCP,
including contributing technical expertise.
Advisory Committee members have indicated their joint support for
continued exploration of the research forest concept.
Much has been accomplished in the past months. But additional work remains,
including development of a framework for decoupling and continuation of the habitat
conservation planning process. Ongoing engagement with Tribes and stakeholders, as
well as the Advisory Committee, continues to be important, as is broader public
engagement. Many individuals and groups have expressed interest in a potential
research forest plan. Correspondence received is included as Appendix G. Increased
public engagement is anticipated in 2020, as part of the research forest exploratory
process as well as during the formal habitat conservation planning process.
GUIDANCE FROM THE LAND BOARD ON NEXT STEPS
The Department is now looking to the Land Board to indicate whether the work done
thus far reflects the direction provided by the Board, and warrants DSL continuing to
work with OSU as their research forest proposal is developed.

APPENDICES
A. Memorandum of Understanding
B. Advisory Committee Roster
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C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Outline of Advisory Committee Work
Engagement Summary
OSU Research Charter Structure
OSU Guiding Principles
Correspondence Received
Land Board Correspondence to Advisory Committee (appendix added 12.10.19)
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Elliott State Research Forest Advisory Committee Members
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asha Aiello
Oregon Outdoor Council
Steve Andringa
Confederated Tribes of the Coos, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw Indians
Paul Beck
Douglas Timber Operators
Chris Boice
Douglas County
Jen Clark
Reedsport School District
Melissa Cribbins
Coos County
Eric Farm
Barnes & Associates
Geoff Huntington
Oregon State University
Michael Kennedy
Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians
Michael Langley
Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde
Ken McCall
Oregon Hunter’s Association
Mary Paulson
Oregon School Boards Association
Bob Sallinger
The Audubon Society of Portland
Mark Stern
The Nature Conservancy
Keith Tymchuk
Other
Bob Van Dyk
Wild Salmon Center
Vicki Walker
Department of State Lands

The Department of State Lands (DSL) convened the Advisory Committee, which
represents a variety of perspectives on the forest. The committee process is being
managed by Oregon Consensus. Please note: In addition to invited participation in
the Advisory Committee process, tribal governments are also invited to engage
through government-to-government consultation.
Updated: 11-21-2019
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Elliott State Research Forest Advisory Committee
Meeting Sequence
Meeting 1 – April 10, Salem
● Welcome and introductions
● Group purpose, charge, and operating principles
● Introduction to the Elliott State Forest
● Research forest
● HCP intro
Meeting 2 – May 1, Salem
● Public Access & Recreation
● Education opportunities in the forest
● Conservation Values
● Tribal and Cultural Values
Meeting 3 – May 30, Salem
● Timber and Forest Management values
● Local economy and community values
● Revenue and Job Options
o Timber Harvest and broader Forest Management
o Non-timber options, including carbon sequestration
o Common School Fund responsibilities
Meeting 4 – June 25, Reedsport
● HCP refresher and update, including broad overview of aquatic approach
● Broad overview of 2018 rough harvest analysis conducted by OSU using 2008 data
● Emphasis areas and management
● OSU research vision and framework
Meeting 5 – July 30, Roseburg
● Update on draft research charter and vision followed by small group discussion of potential
research topics
● Brief presentation on recreation guiding principles
● Preliminary discussion of carbon approach and analysis of market options
● Relationship between the HCP and research activities and overview of terrestrial mapping work
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Meeting 6 – August 22, Corvallis
● Tribal Presentations on cultural values and historic connections to the Elliott
● HCP – Discussion of relationship between HCP draft conservation measures in relation to draft
OSU Research Charter.
● Modeling scenarios update
Meeting 7 – September 26, Portland
● Overview of draft foundational principles for local economies, recreation, and education
● Draft carbon feasibility report
● Update on modeling scenarios
● Governance considerations and options discussion
Meeting 8- October 24 & 25, Coos Bay
● OSU research design and relationship to proposed HCP
● OSU scenario modeling overview and preliminary results
● Ownership and governance options discussion
● Local economies and conservation guiding principles review
● ESRF tour and site visit to discuss research concepts
Meeting 9 – November 8, Salem
● Review and discussion of guiding principles
● Review and discuss governance considerations
● OSU modeling and research design updates
● Review Financial scenarios and revenue options
● Discuss advisory Committee role going forward
Meeting 10 – November 21st, Corvallis
● Land Board Presentation options
● OSU reflections and message to the Land Board
● Overview and brief discussion of guiding principles, including governance

December 10 - Land Board Presentation
2020 Planning Meeting – January, Salem
● Outcome of Land Board Meeting
● Next steps
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Elliott State Research Forest Exploratory process 2019
Public Engagement Events
Public events were held throughout the year for Oregonians to learn more about the
exploratory process and to provide input. To date, public informational meetings have been
held in the following locations:
Salem public meeting - May 7
Roseburg public meeting - July 30
Portland public meeting - Sept. 24
Coos Bay public meeting - Oct. 23
Additionally, as a part of the Oregon State University-led exploratory phase to assess the
feasibility of transforming the Elliott State Forest into a research forest, the College of Forestry
conducted three public listening sessions in the surrounding local communities of North Bend,
Reedsport and Roseburg to gather input, ask questions and identify opportunities relating to
OSU’s process.
North Bend Listening Session- June 4
Reedsport Listening Session- June 5
Roseburg Listening Session- June 6
DSL maintains an Elliott State Forest website at:
https://www.oregon.gov/dsl/Land/Pages/Elliott.aspx
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Elliott State Research Forest - Compiled Guiding Principles Working Draft
Each principle is a reflection of stakeholder input synthesized and reconciled to provide overarching
statements of suggested direction for management of the Elliott State Research Forest in the context of
the primary research mission.

RECREATION
•

Ensure Public Access Into the Future. The Elliott State Research Forest (“forest”) will remain
accessible to the public for a variety of uses from multiple established entry points, by both
motorized and non-motorized transportation, but not all places at all times.

•

Promote Recreational Access and Use that is Compatible with Research and Ecological
Integrity: Public use of the forest will be supported and managed for different recreational
opportunities consistent with a management plan reflecting stakeholder interests and historical
activities in concert with public safety, ongoing research, harvest, and conservation of at-risk
and historically present species.

•

Support and Promote Diverse Recreational Experiences: The Elliott State Research Forest
recreational program will leverage partnerships within the local community and others to
accommodate multiple and diverse recreational uses to provide a range of user experiences
within the context of a working forest landscape. Recreational planning will not favor any one
recreational type over another but will seek to ensure high-quality experiences on the forest by
managing to minimize the potential for conflict between users while safeguarding research and
management objectives, and conservation values.

•

Partner with Stakeholders and Manage Locally: Elliott State Research Forest recreation
programs will be managed by local staff who live in the community and work with stakeholders
to enhance and protect the identified values of Elliott recreationists.

•

Conduct Research on Sustainable Recreation Practices. An Elliott State Research Forest
recreation program will support relevant research on recreation and eco-based tourism, with
the goal to advance scientific knowledge and inform the general public on the opportunities and
impacts of balancing multiple interests within forested landscapes.

•

Cultivate Multi-Generational Respect for the Forest. Utilizing a collaborative approach to
partner with schools, organizations, and volunteer groups recreation planning and management
will seek to create more opportunities for engagement and a more widely informed forest-user
community that is vested in the future of the Elliott State Research Forest.
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Elliott State Research Forest - Compiled Guiding Principles Working Draft

Each principle is a reflection of stakeholder input synthesized and reconciled to provide overarching
statements of suggested direction for management of the Elliott State Research Forest in the context of
the primary research mission.

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
•

Seek and Incorporate New Educational Partnerships. An Elliott State Research Forest will
offer opportunities to leverage and integrate existing local and state educational programs and
institutions that support and generate forest-based research and knowledge.

•

Expand Accessibility to Forestry Education. An Elliott State Research Forest will provide and
promote a diversity of values, and in doing so will leverage efforts by OSU’s College of Forestry
to engage students with diverse social, economic, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds in forestry
education programs.

•

Serve Students at All Levels of Education Through Programs on the Forest. OSU will seek to
foster and establish a programmatic link with K-12, community colleges, informal collaborative
educational initiatives, and educational programs at other universities so that the forest
becomes a resource for students at all educational levels.

•

Integrate and Demonstrate Elements of Traditional Knowledge in Educational Programs on
the Forest. Through active partnerships with local Tribal Governments, the Elliott State Research
Forest will seek to provide demonstration areas that use traditional forest management
practices and focus on Traditional Ecological Knowledge outcomes for use in educational
programs.

•

Foster Public Awareness and Understanding of Sustainable Forest Management. Management
and research actions on the Elliott State Research Forest will seek to promote broader
understanding and awareness of the role of healthy working forest landscapes to local
economies, resilient ecosystems, innovative competitive products, and healthy communities.

•

Develop an Educational Partnerships Plan. The Elliott State Research Forest will work with
stakeholders to develop a plan to foster and implement educational partnerships consistent
with the foregoing principles and will implement it pending available resources.
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Elliott State Research Forest - Compiled Guiding Principles Working Draft

Each principle is a reflection of stakeholder input synthesized and reconciled to provide overarching
statements of suggested direction for management of the Elliott State Research Forest in the context of
the primary research mission.

LOCAL AND REGIONAL ECONOMIES
•

Operate as a Working Forest While Managing for Research. The Elliott State Research
Forest will be owned and managed as a working forest that produces wood supply as a byproduct of research, consistent with the mission of the Institute for Working Forests
Landscapes at Oregon State University College of Forestry.

•

Be Financially Self-Sustaining. The financial model of the forest should incorporate
traditional and innovative options for generating revenue to support forest management,
and research programs without requiring continued funding support from outside sources.

•

Generate Consistent and High-Quality Timber Harvest. A sustainable supply of wood
volume will be produced over time as a by-product of the research program on the Elliott
State Research Forest. Quality should be prioritized over the quantity of harvest.

•

Support Employment Opportunities for Local Communities. The Elliott State Research
Forest should not be managed from a remote location. Management and operation of the
forest should be located in proximity to the forest and promote local partnerships that
provide opportunities to local businesses and residents of Coos and Douglas counties.

•

Study and report on the Relationship between the Research Forest and Local Economies.
The connections between OSU, the Elliott State Research Forest, and local economies
should be documented and reported with transparency over time.
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Elliott State Research Forest - Compiled Guiding Principles Working Draft

Each principle is a reflection of stakeholder input synthesized and reconciled to provide overarching
statements of suggested direction for management of the Elliott State Research Forest in the context of
the primary research mission.

CONSERVATION
•

Improve Conservation Status of At-Risk Species. The Elliott State Research Forest will
undertake studies, research, and associated forest management activities that seek to improve
the conservation status of at-risk species and the ecosystems upon which they depend.

•

Implement Science-Based Conservation Efforts to Enhance the Productivity and Conservation
Values of the Research Forest. In adhering to the academic mission of Oregon State University,
and to ensure the sustainability of any management or activity that occurs on the landscape, all
conservation decisions or proposed projects on the Elliott State Research Forest will be rooted
in the best available scientific data.

•

Manage for Multiple Conservation Values to Maintain and Enhance Essential Elements of a
Forest Ecosystem. With a holistic, ecological approach, management of the Elliott State
Research Forest will support the protection and enhancement of at-risk species and
preservation of biodiversity, along with promoting improved natural hydrologic function and
opportunities of carbon sequestration.

•

Preserve and Proactively Steward a Diversity of Forest Structures. Management of the Elliott
State Research Forest will emphasize key ecological areas ranging from early seral to latesuccessional forest structure in the context of the greater landscape. The future growth of the
forest should encompass diverse objectives of biological quality and resilience for future
adaptability.

•

Collaborate with Local Partners for Monitoring and Restoration of Habitat. Management
planning for the Elliott State Research Forest will partner with local conservation stakeholders to
maintain transparency and mutual trust that protection of sensitive natural values will be
prioritized.

•

Management Decisions Will Not Be Driven by Potential Financial Returns. The integrity of the
research objectives and conservation values on the Elliott State Research Forest will not be
compromised by the presence of active management and economic influences on the forest.

•

Conduct Innovative Research on the Intersection of Forest Ecosystems Functions and Climate
Change. The Elliott State Research Forest will provide a unique opportunity to conduct
innovative research on the role that native, mature, and managed forests can play in ameliorating
the impacts of climate change for sensitive species, water quality/retention, and carbon
sequestration.
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Each principle is a reflection of stakeholder input synthesized and reconciled to provide overarching
statements of suggested direction for management of the Elliott State Research Forest in the context of
the primary research mission.

FOREST OPERATIONS GOVERNANCE
•

Accountability. The history and unique public nature of the Elliott Forest requires placing a
premium on establishing a governance structure that will provide clear lines of accountability for
forest management decisions that support research programs and articulated public values into
the future. This structure should include formal and informal mechanisms that ensure
commitments and principles are honored in the context of fiscal and operational management
of the forest over time.

•

Transparency. Management of the Elliott Forest requires a commitment to transparent
operations and decision making that will maintain and enhance public support for the research
forest over time. This includes clear and defined processes for governance and oversight, clearly
defined pathways for public inquiry and input, and accessible information related to forest
operations.

•

Representation. An Elliott State Research Forest governance structure should engage and
incorporate multiple interests and partnerships that reflect key public values the forest will
represent over time. Representation of these values in governance of the forest should be
balanced, accountable, and transparent with regard to fiscal and operational management of
the forest to support research programs over time.

•

Decision Making. Regardless of governance structure, decision-making processes directing the
fiscal and operational management of the Elliott State Research Forest must be accountable,
transparent, and open to input while also empowered to operate the forest efficiently and
effectively to meet identified objectives.
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Elliott State Forest Correspondence
Throughout the exploratory process, many individuals and organizations corresponded with the
Department of State Lands regarding a potential Elliott State Research Forest. The Elliott State Research
Forest Advisory Committee also received correspondence.
Correspondence received by the Department and the Committee is included in this appendix.
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Email Correspondence
The Department received 300 emails containing the following statements:
Dear Rules Coordinator, Dear members of the Oregon State Land Board,
I am writing today to express my concern regarding transferring the Elliott State Forest-Oregon’s only old-growth state forest--to Oregon State University (OSU) to be managed as a
“research forest”. OSU’s recent scandal over the clearcutting of old-growth, including trees
over 400 years old, on the McDonald-Dunn Research Forest calls into question how the Land
Board and the public can trust the institution to protect the Elliott.
OSU has a long and troubling relationship with logging corporations. OSU leaders have sought to
censor research by graduate students when it contradicted logging industry positions, have
promoted clearcutting and the use of toxic herbicides and pesticides, and have ignored their
own conservation plans for OSU-managed lands in approving and carrying out clearcut logging
projects.
Given OSU’s recent actions in clear-cutting old-growth on the McDonald-Dunn in violation of
their own conservation plan, I urge the Land Board to:
1) Suspend any consideration of giving the Elliott to OSU as a "research forest" until OSU adopts
permanent protections for old-growth on lands it already manages.
2) Require that any future management plan for the Elliott prioritize carbon storage, including
the possible sale of carbon credits, over logging.
3) If OSU is given further consideration as a manager for the Elliott State Forest, they must be
required to have a firewall between the university's budget and revenue from logging. OSU
administrators shouldn’t be allowed to use money from Elliott logging as a slush fund for budget
overruns and pet projects.
4) The Elliott is public land, and the Land Board should consider a range of options for protecting
this forest, including maintaining it as a state forest or state park--not simply giving it to OSU to
be “research-logged” like the old-growth in the McDonald-Dunn.
Members of the Land Board, Oregonians are counting on you to protect our public lands in the
Elliott State Forest. We want our old-growth, wild salmon, and wildlife preserved as a legacy for
future generations, and the carbon-capturing trees allowed to live on and aid us in the fight
against climate change. You should be just as troubled by OSU’s clearcutting of 400-year-old
trees on “research forest” as I am, and you should stop the rush to give away the Elliott.
Multiple people added additional information to the above statement, including:
- I disagree with transferring the Elliott State Forest to Oregon State University (OSU) to be
managed as a “research forest”. OSU’s recent scandal over the clearcutting of old-growth,
including trees over 400 years old, on the McDonald-Dunn Research Forest calls into question
how the Land Board and the public can trust the institution to protect the Elliott.
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-

-

-

-

I am so angry about this as a citizen. Do what's right for the environment for a change.
I am disappointed in both the state and in Oregon State University in their support of the
timber industry over other interest groups including conservation, especially on our public
lands. Oregon is the only Western state to have such lax restrictions on logging clear cuts, and
pesticide and herbicide use which puts our public and private lands at risk and which poisons
our clean air, clean water, and imperils the fishing and outdoor recreation industries. State
leaders on both sides of the aisle take more money from timber companies than in any other
state. OSU, I'm certain, has the same ethical issue.
There is no need to cut old growth. There is no need to cut Elliot. Cut your tree plantations.
I am writing to urge you to take a skeptical view of the proposal to transfer the Elliott State
Forest (Oregon’s only old-growth state forest) to Oregon State University to be managed as a
“research forest”.
I agree with the following statements and urge the oregon state land board to fully protect
osu's research forests from being used as piggy banks.these forests need to be protected for
their critical habitat and old growth trees and research which is their intended
purpose.allowing osu to flaunt this agreement ,which seems to be a pattern to bring in
revenue,is troubling.
OSU has a huge credibility issue in regard to managing Elliot Forest. We need the strongest
legal safeguards to meet the goals of maintaining this forest's mature trees and wildlife, with
clear consequences for failure to follow the law. OSU seems to define "management" as the
guidelines around commercial forestry. Surely "research" should encompass more than how
to maximize revenue. They need to define what the research goals and strategies are and
how this will enhance understanding and preservation of unlogged, natural, and diverse
forests and the wildlife and other vegetation therein. (Surely they already know plenty about
what happens after the trees are cut!)

In this day of worldwide climate protest it is essential that old growth forests be preserved. Especially
given the fact that logging produces so little income for the state, and so few jobs. Every mill town,
past and present, is perpetually mired in poverty. Cutting the Elliott won't do anything to change this.
Time to preserve the Elliott, permanently.

Sincerely,
Mr. Mike Quigley
1013 Kaylee Ave Junction City, OR 97448-9697 silailo@comcast.net

Dear members of the Oregon State Land Board,
I am dismayed by the proposed transference of the Elliott State Forest-to Oregon State University
(OSU). OSU is a proponent of clear-cutting, which maximizes profit and is ecologically damaging.
Clear-cutting is an eyesore and sends the message to future generations that grab everything you can
get today and leave tomorrow for someone else to worry about. I grew up on a farm bordered by
Weyerhauser on three sides: they swept in, harvested the trees and then sort of replanted but often
left the grounds in an unusable state. "Management" is maximum profit run wild.
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OSU has clear ties to the timber industry and "forestry." The Oregonian has reported extensively on
the mismanagement of lands already entrusted to OSU.
https://www.oregonlive.com/environment/2019/07/majestic-douglas-fir-stood-for-420-years-thenoregon-state-university-foresters-cut-it-down.html?emci=b2a7cc41-46da-e911-b5e92818784d6d68&emdi=2e8bfdee-23db-e911-b5e9-2818784d6d68&ceid=3994755 Why on earth
would you put more forests into their portfolio?
What message do you think handing these lands over to OSU would send to all students who across
Oregon protested American leadership on climate change this past Friday? When is Oregon's political
leadership going to be good stewards of the land? Oregon's history is a history of promoting forestry,
natural resource exploitation, but the consequences of short-term thinking is being apparent in the
multiple environmental crises our planet is facing. What kind of legacy do you want leave?
This is public land. Surely turning it a state forest or state park would be a better option. The future is
tourism, not forestry.
Sincerely,
Mr. Adam Crane
4506 SE Raymond St Portland, OR 97206-5086 adamacrane@gmail.com

Dear members of the Oregon State Land Board,

Have you ever read “Silent Spring” by Rachael Carson? I read her warning shortly after it was
published, while I was studying to be a science teacher in Illinois. I had not been paying attention to
what was going on in the natural world, but she shocked me back to reality.
When I moved to Oregon after graduation I started learning about its habitats and wildlife and if there
were other warnings to pay attention to. I saw my only Spotted Owl in a mature/old growth forest
with the help of Eric Forsman. It was one of the most awesome and spiritual experiences in my
lifetime.
Spotted Owl numbers have been declining for decades when their specialized habitat turned into
another tree plantation. Another “Silent Spring” is happening in the skies over the United States and
Canada again, eight million and counting. This time around, due to more than pesticides.
I want the Elliott Forest to be a learning place of the natural world so a feeling of awe will bring all
ages of humans back to reality to try and save this planet.
How much harvesting will be allowed in the Elliott and where? I want hands off the old growth and
mature trees. There’s so little left. If OSU leads the planning of the Elliott’s future, who will monitor
OSU?
OSU gave up planning the McDonald-Dunn Research forest 10 years ago and they have been using the
trees as their own piggy bank for poor planning to show off the end product of harvesting. They not
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only destroyed healthy, significant habitat for wildlife, but released centuries of sequestered carbon
into an atmosphere. I want these issues addressed in the management of the Elliott.
Please assure Oregonians that whatever direction is taken it needs to be in writing to OSU. They have
acted badly and many Oregonians have lost faith and our trust in their decisions waning.

Sincerely,
Ms. Delores Porch
1212 34th Ave SE Albany, OR 97322-8702
verandafay@gmail.com
From: David Gould <cbto1974@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, Nov 25, 2019 at 6:48 AM
Subject: Fire in the Elliott Carbon Forest
To: Peter Harkema <pharkema@pdx.edu>, WALKER Vicki <vicki.walker@dsl.state.or.us>, Kevin
Bogatin <kbogatin@nbend.k12.or.us>, Melissa Cribbins <mcribbins@co.coos.or.us>, Margaret Bird
<margaretraybird@gmail.com>

I have documented a reburn of the 1868 fire between Scofield Creek, Loon Lake, and
Glasgow in 1879. My grandparents homesteaded in this vast area in todays Elliott
State Forest in 1886 because of the vast open grazing land. There were no trees for
sea birds to nest in for miles. 71,105 acres were made a Children Trust for all revenue
to go to the Common School Fund. A take of these funds has occurred and I demand
that legal action to protect the children be established. This forest cannot be
decoupled without the billion dollar value payed to the beneficiary. It is time for all to
request for a attorney to take on this political stunt.
David Gould
Advocates for School Trust Lands
North Bend School District #13
Save the Elliott Forest
541 756 5464
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From: Doug Pollock <timberframing@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 11:38 AM
To: MASIBA Meliah <Meliah.M.Masiba@dsl.state.or.us>
Subject: Fwd: Your Response of July 22nd (to OSU Dean)
Dear Ms. Masiba,
Could you please forward this message to the Elliott Advisory Committee members?
Thanks so much for your help!
Doug Pollock
(Friends of OSU Old Growth)
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Doug Pollock <timberframing@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jul 29, 2019 at 1:33 PM
Subject: Your Response of July 22nd (to OSU Dean)
To: <vicki.walker@dsl.state.or.us>
Cc: <oregon.treasurer@state.or.us>, <jason.miner@oregon.gov>, Sen Gelser <Sen.SaraGelser@oregonlegislature.gov>

Dear Director Walker,
I am contacting you to clarify some points raised by your recent letter ("DSL Response to Recent OSU Harvest on
McDonald Forest") sent to OSU College of Forestry Dean, Anthony Davis (attached below). In your letter, you wrote:
"Thank you for your letter addressing ... the unintentional harvest of several old growth trees."
You should be aware of a few key facts regarding OSU's "No Vacancy" harvest. First, 15.6 acres of mature forest
containing several DOZEN old-growth trees was harvested. OSU had previously determined the origin date of this stand
to be 1759, and many of the trees were considerably older. One of the trees cut was verified to be 420 years old, and
dozens were in the 200-300 year age range. In addition, OSU had previously harvested an adjacent stand of mature
forest (of ~11 acres). You seem to have the mistaken impression we're only talking about a handful of old trees. I'd
encourage you to spend some time looking at the photos on our website (www.friendsofosuoldgrowth.org)
documenting the harvest activities. We also have scores of additional close-up photos documenting the diameter and
growth ring details of the harvested logs. These photos serve as documentation that clearly shows the significant scale
of old trees destroyed.
I appreciated your focus on the need for "transparency and an open dialogue" (from OSU). I'll be communicating more
information on these specific topics to the Advisory Committee soon. Thanks also for your recognition of, "the Land
Board’s principles and Oregonians’ expectations to respect and protect the Elliott." This is key to the success of DSL's
efforts!
Sincerely,
Doug Pollock
(Friends of OSU Old Growth)

Oregon
Kate Brown, Governor

Dr. Anthony Davis
Oregon State University
College of Forestry
140 Peavy Hall
3100 SW Jefferson Way
Corvallis, OR 97333
July 22, 2019

Dr. Davis:
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Thank you for your letter addressing the recent activity in the McDonald Research Forest that resulted in
the unintentional harvest of several old growth trees. We appreciate the University’s vocal recognition of
the mistake and your subsequent decisive action to ensure it doesn’t happen again.
As you know, the State Land Board last year charged the Oregon Department of State Lands to work
collaboratively with Oregon State University to transform the Elliott into a research forest under the
ownership and management of OSU’s College of Forestry. As a part of this process, the Department has
convened an Advisory Committee that is discussing a variety of issues to help inform OSU’s anticipated
proposal.
We are now approximately halfway through that process, which may result in the college bringing a plan
to the Land Board for consideration in December. Any plan to successfully take over ownership of the
Elliott must uphold key conservation principles previously articulated by the Land Board.
I am encouraged with your leadership in addressing the regrettable loss of these incredible specimens of
Oregon old growth. The lessons learned from this recent incident in the McDonald forest reinforce the
need for transparency and an open dialogue as we balance the needs for public access, recreation, wildlife
habitat and timber management.
I look forward to seeing how this learning opportunity is reflected in OSU’s plan to manage a research
forest in a way that is consistent with the Land Board’s principles and Oregonians’ expectations to respect
and protect the Elliott.
Best regards,

Vicki L. Walker, Director
Oregon Department of State Lands
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September 24, 2019

Director Walker and Members of the Elliott State Forest Research Advisory Committee,
As I write this letter, students from around the world are protesting government inaction on
addressing climate change. This is a fitting backdrop to your work in finding a consensus on
moving forward to resolve the underlying tension that remain on the Elliott. On the one hand, it
is an asset of the Common School Fund with a legacy of producing significant revenue and tens
of millions of board feet in lumber; on the other hand, it is a public jewel of 82,000 acres of
critical habitat for a number of threatened and endangered species, a source of recreation and
enjoyment for outdoor enthusiasts, and a potential resource for Oregon’s efforts to address
climate change and resilience.
The source of this tension is clear: the Elliott’s status as Common School Fund asset means that
it is managed by the State Land Board according to fiduciary standards and DOJ advice with the
sole objective of producing revenue for the Fund’s beneficiaries—the state’s K-12 system and its
school children—and not for its ecological or recreational attributes. Ultimately, I believe the
only way to resolve this tension is through a full decoupling of the Elliott from the Common
School Fund. At the same time, Oregonians have been resounding in their feedback, and the
State Land Board has fully affirmed, that the Elliott remain public.
I remain optimistic that the most likely path forward on the Elliott is to transform it into a state
research forest. Keeping the Elliott in the Common School Fund will lead primarily to further
litigation and acrimony, and will represent a lost opportunity to strive for something bigger.
Accordingly, I have believed for some time that Oregon State University and its College of
Forestry is best positioned to operate, manage, and/or own the Elliott on behalf of all
Oregonians.
No institution is perfect; mistakes get made. OSU’s recent harvesting of old growth on their
McDonald Dunn forest in Corvallis was shortsighted and a deviation from their goal of being
seen as responsible stewards in their local community. I told them it was a mistake, one I
described as tragic. At the same time, I have faith in their commitment to learn from the
experience, and address it moving forward. Clearly, they have work to do to rebuild trust with
their local community and citizens across Oregon.
I’m proud of the advisory committee’s work. To date, members have worked in good faith and
collaboration to sketch out a vision for the future of the Elliott. Thank you.
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The committee’s mission, as outlined by the State Land Board, was clear—find a path to
transform the Elliott into a state research forest, and keep three overarching goals in mind:
continued public ownership, a full decoupling in order to compensate the Common School
Fund, and the assurance of strong conservation measures and public access for recreation and
enjoyment. In the coming months, the committee will work to finalize this vision and answer a
number of unresolved questions. I’d like to draw the committee’s attention to a few that will
determine how broadly embraced the vision will be.
First, governance and accountability. Trust and goodwill, while critical to moving forward, are
not sufficient for ensuring that the Elliott is managed in a way that is consistent with future
management plans and broader public expectations. Conservation measures need to be
enforced, and the research mandate of the forest must be protected. This might entail the use of
outside entities that are empowered to enforce agreed-to measures. The advisory committee
should carefully consider governance and oversight structures that will ensure that the Elliott
will always be managed for research and conservation, and that it will not be harvested to
support broader university operations.
Second, climate change and carbon. Dean Anthony Davis, in his presentation to the State Land
Board, nicely captured this potential: climate change poses significant challenges and questions
for the state, and as such requires a large and significant research agenda. The Elliott can help
provide some of those solutions and answers. The research agenda must be robust enough to
incorporate a broad cross-section of related questions, not just active forest management related
research. Further, my hope is that the advisory committee and relevant parties will aggressively
explore the potential of carbon credits and conservation capital as critical components of any
financing mechanism.
Finally, tribal involvement. Whenever the state engages in discussions around trust lands, and
the future of public lands in general, we should actively and meaningfully consult our tribal
partners. I look forward to learning more from the Advisory committee about ways in which an
Elliott state research forest will involve tribal partnerships.
Again, thank you for your hard work on the advisory committee. I remain optimistic that this is
a unique opportunity to protect critical habitat for wild salmon along our coast, enhance
protections for old-growth on this landscape, increase recreational access for local residents and
tourists, provide a research agenda that will benefit rural communities and help the state
prepare for and address the impacts of climate change, raise the profile of OSU’s premier
College of Forestry, and allow the State Land Board to meet its constitutional obligations.
Sincerely,
1
Tobias Read

